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Abstract
in this article, we seek to map out what we know concerning unaccompanied mi
grant minors, with a focus on unaccompanied migrant children coming to the unit
ed States. We base our review on research and reports that document the migration 
of mexican and Central American children. in contrast to reports that focus on only 
the receiving end, we take a broader approach to shedding light on the different fac
ets of the unaccompanied children’s migration. Thus, we include the following areas: 
the migration processes (initiation, transit, arrival, and integration in both mexico 
and the united States); the institutions (shelters and detention centers) involved in 
unaccompanied minors’ migration; and the glocal polity (local, national, and inter
national laws) that have a profound impact on this migration. 

Keywords: 1. unaccompanied minors, 2. child migration, 3. transnational mi
gration, 4. mexico, 5. united States.

Niños sin fronteras: Un diagnóstico de la literatura 
sobre niños migrantes a Estados Unidos

resumen
este artículo presenta un mapeo de la información que hasta ahora tenemos sobre 
menores migrantes no acompañados. Se enfoca en las experiencias de menores no 
acompañados que migran de Centroamérica y méxico a estados unidos, y está ba
sado en una revisión de los estudios e informes que documentan esta migración. en 
vez de centrarse sólo en información desde el punto de vista del país receptor, este 
artículo parte de un enfoque amplio para arrojar luz en diferentes facetas de la mi
gración de los niños no acompañados. Así, las áreas que incluimos son: los procesos 
de migración (iniciación, tránsito, llegada e integración), las instituciones a cargo 
de estos menores (los centros de refugio y detención en el transcurso del tránsito), 
y el sistema de gobierno glocal (local, nacional y los derechos internacionales) que 
moldea profundamente esta migración.

Palabras clave: 1. menores no acompañados, 2. migración de niños, 3. migración 
transnacional, 4. méxico, 5. estados unidos.
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Introduction1

immigrant flows from less affluent to wealthier nations have his
torically spurred much debate and opposition, and contemporary 
population movements have led to vociferous concerns regard ing 
issues of immigration status, language, citizenship, shifting re
settlement patterns of non-traditional areas, and policy (Durand, 
massey and Capoferro, 2005; Passel, 2005). one immigrant 
group that has caught the attention of the public, policy mak
ers, and pundits in receiving countries is children. This is in part 
related to their growing visibility, both as members of migrant 
families who increasingly settle in the receiving context and as 
actors in their own migration when they migrate alone. indeed, 
the number of children who migrate, particularly those who do 
so unaccompanied, has increased significantly in the past two 
decades (Casillas, 2009).2 Thus, social scientists are now recog
nizing the importance of focusing on the experiences of migrant 
children, both as a research opportunity that permits grasping the 
processes of assimilation that the study of adult immigrants does 
not allow, as well as understanding other areas of life that are 
not immigrant-specific, such as education, socialization, and youth 
culture (Ávila, Fuentes and Tuirán, 2000; Bhabha and Schmidt, 
2006; Boyle, Smith and Guenther, 2007; espiritu, 2003; ló pez 
Castro, 2007; Suárezorozco and Todorova, 2003; Suárezorozco 
and Suárezorozco, 2001; Waters, 1999). 

An important aspect of the experiences of immigrant children 
is that they do not always migrate as part of a family unit; they 
also migrate on their own volition, a largely neglected topic, 

1We worked on various versions of this paper at different points. menjívar pre
pared the first version as a report on unaccompanied minors in April 2009, and 
Chavez expanded on it at the Primer Taller sobre migración y Desarrollo in Tijuana, 
B. C., in july 2008. We are very grateful to the editor of Migraciones internacionales 
as well as to the three anonymous reviewers for their extremely valuable comments 
in helping us strengthen the presentation of our points. However, none bear any 
responsibility for what we ultimately did.

2We do not wish to give the impression that these migrations are altogether new, 
but there are interesting new trends that distinguish contemporary flows from those 
of earlier periods.
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empirically and theoretically, in migrationrelated social science 
research. in recent years, several immigrantreceiving countries 
have seen an increase in the number of unaccompanied minors.3 
For example, Seugling (2004) points out that in the u.S. there 
was a 50 per cent increase in the number of detained unaccom
panied minors from 19972002. in addition, in 2005 alone, the 
u.S. Department of Homeland Security (dhs) apprehended ap
proximately 114 563 unaccompanied migrant children; in 2001, 
there were approximately 86 000 (Haddal, 2007). But the u.S. 
is not alone in this regard, because the migration of unaccompa
nied minors is currently a phenomenon observed in many im
migrantreceiving countries around the world. in ireland, where 
unaccompanied minors can seek asylum, numbers increased from 
two minors seeking asylum in 1997 to 868 in 2003; in the Neth
erlands, from 1 562 minors migrating alone in 1996 and 6 705 
in 2000, and “overall asylum applications for unaccompanied mi
nors in twentysix european countries rose from 12 102 in 1998 to 
16 112 in 2000” (Seugling, 2004:864).4 in 2006, there were a total 
of 13 840 reported undocumented minors in europe (Huemer, 
Karnik and Steiner, 2009). Thus, the mobility of children across 
borders as migrants in their own right is not only a growing 

3There are several debates on the definition of unaccompanied migrant minors. 
Children who migrate without their parents can be categorized in a number of ways, 
depending on the definitions and policies in place, as well as on the political re
sponses to their migration. Thus, these children are often identified as juvenile aliens, 
unaccompanied minors, separated minors, juvenile asylum seekers, and/or refugee chil-
dren, unaccompanied immigrant children, unaccompanied alien children, unaccompa-
nied juveniles aliens, refugee children, and asylum children seekers. each categorization 
reflects the policies and positions of receiving or transit countries regarding this phe
nomenon, and each triggers varied policy responses, including legal actions that can 
lead to immediate deportation, which are based on the technicalities of the definition 
used. Drawing from Seugling (2004), Bhabha (2000), Bhabha and Schmidt (2006), 
ehrenreich, Tucker and Human rights Watch Children’s rights Project (1997), in 
this article we employ their definition of unaccompanied minors, that is, a child un
der the age of 18 years who enters another country alone (and without a legal guard
ian) and who is undocumented or without proper documentation. 

4We list these countries to illustrate the different terms used in the classification of 
migrant minors, which reflect different immigration policies and different responses 
in dealing with this population in the different receiving countries. 
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phenomenon in a few isolated cases, but it is a trend at present in 
the majority of immigrantreceiving countries worldwide.

in this article, we seek to map key topics in the migration of 
unaccompanied minors,5 focusing on unaccompanied migrant 
children to the u.S., basing our review on research and reports 
that document the migration of mexican and Central American 
children, and drawing parallels with similar cases in other nation
al contexts when appropriate.6 Although there have been recent 
efforts toward the same end (Byrne, 2008), we know of no other 
scholarly efforts similar to ours. our aim is not only to produce 
a summary of the literature, but to provide potential avenues for 
further research based on what we currently know, and thus to 
begin to theorize on this phenomenon. As such, we utilize a broad 
and multidisciplinary lens to review empirical studies conducted 
both in mexico and the u.S., because we find that often there 
is little dialogue between the two bodies of knowledge. indeed, 
bridging this gap constitutes an important intellectual exercise 
that will aid us in taking stock not only of what we know, but also 
of where we should proceed in terms of research areas. impor
tantly, as mentioned earlier, policy debates concerning this issue 
involve definitional questions. Here we refer to these children as 
youth or minors, terms we use interchangeably.7

5We are well aware of the debates surrounding the different uses of the term mi
grant vs. immigrant (see Suárez Navaz, 2006) as these reflect attitudes toward migrants 
on the part of the receiving societies, as well as policies of inclusion/exclusion. rec
ognizing the importance that terminology possesses, however, we employ the terms 
used in the literature to denote direction of movement (e.g., immigrants to the u.S. 
are those who arrive there as a potential final destination; migrants are those en 
route, mainly through mexico, to the u.S.). 

6We do not homogenize the experiences of mexican and Central American unac
companied migrant children; however, in the interest of space, we will only refer to 
some key differences in their experiences when possible.

7There are definitional differences in determining who is a minor in both the u.S. 
and mexico. mexican and u.S. law both affirm that a minor is anyone younger than 
18 years of age. However, the many institutions involved in the handling of this mi
gration distinguish between an adolescent (between the ages of 13 and 17 years), and 
a child (under 12 years of age), which determines whether and where a child can be 
housed when they are detained. Thus, the treatment of a child can vary significantly 
depending on his/her age. 
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in contrast to reports that focus solely on the receiving end, 
we assume a broad approach to shed light on the different facets 
of the unaccompanied children’s migration. Thus, the areas that 
we include are the migration processes (initiation, transit, arrival, 
and integration in both the u.S. and mexico), the institutions 
(shelters and detention centers) that are involved in the mi gration 
of unaccompanied minors, and the glocal polity (local, national, 
and international laws) that exerts so deep an impact on this 
migration. By glocal polity, we refer to nationallevel and supra
national laws that protect children rights, and the manner in 
which this migration (detention, assistance, repatriation, etcetera) 
is handled. The purpose of this essay, therefore, is to assess ho
listically and describe the processes that unaccompanied minors 
experience in the facets of their migration process that have been 
studied. in this mapping, we wish to highlight the importance of 
the institutions that temporarily house these children while they 
are in transit, during the time that they are detained, repatriated, 
or prior to entering the u.S. These institutions include, among 
others, u.S. detention centers, the sending countries’ consulates, 
and religious and secular shelters in mexico. Frequently, these are 
also sites where empirical research has been conducted. And in 
presenting the experiences of unaccompanied children en route 
through mexico to the u.S., we must bear in mind that similar 
situations occur in other major receiving countries; thus, impor
tant common denominators might emerge in all of these situa
tions as well.8

We recognize that knowledge based on the adult migration ex
perience has been used to contextualize the children’s experience; 
however, what we know about adults’ experiences should not be 
the only yardstick to assess what is lacking in our knowledge on 
the youth experience. in other words, our goal in this essay is not 

8There are many cases of unaccompanied migrant children to the u.S. from Asia, 
but also from other regions in latin America, such as Cuban children who migrated 
through operation Peter Pan. These migration patterns differ significantly from the 
cases we describe here, but we are unable to include all of the different variations and 
permutations of this phenomenon in a single article. 
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only to outline current information concerning the experiences of 
unaccompanied children, but to also underscore that a great deal 
of what we know about them derives from our knowledge of adult 
migrants. We would like to underscore here the agentic component 
of the children’s migration, because they are also individuals who 
make decisions that affect their lives (Boyle, Smith and Guenther, 
2007; muncie, 2007). Thus, their own agency and autonomy 
should be considered when examining their migrant experiences, 
a claim that we recognize mirrors those made in early studies of 
women in migration. importantly, this essay is not intended as an 
exhaustive discussion of all that is available on this topic, or as 
a meta analysis of what exists currently; it is meant to comprise a 
first step in delineating this topic, highlighting themes that have 
been researched, to better trace avenues for future research based 
on knowledge produced in more than one context. 

The Migrant Child as a Social Actor 

Historically, research on migration primarily focused on the male 
experience; research on women has only been a topic of interest 
since the mid 1960s (Pedraza, 1991). With regard to children, 
there have been few works that document their migration experi
ences independent of adults and that take into account the social 
context. However, recently, scholars have begun to focus on dif
ferent aspects of the experience of migrant children. Thus, similar 
to what occurred in the study of immigrant women, scholars are 
now retrieving children’s accounts and experiences that had been 
also “silenced.” Children have shown that they, too, are active 
social agents who take part in adultlike activities and who also 
make economic and social contributions (Suárez Navaz, 2006; 
ValdezGardea, 2007). These social actors are often seen as pow
erless, passive, and fully dependent; however, these “new actors” 
may assume several roles (as parents, providers, smugglers, mi
grants, children, etcetera) across borders, such as when an unac
companied migrant teenager must find fulltime employment to 
provide for her child.
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The experiences of children have seldom been examined 
through a perspective that permits us to trace processes across 
borders, although efforts by transnational scholars to rescue the 
specific experiences of children must be noted in this regard (see 
levitt and Waters, 2002). indeed, the majority of studies that 
seek to document the experiences of migrant children are usu
ally localized (Boyle, Smith and Guenther, 2007); thus, only one 
“side” of the migration continuum tends to receive attention. But 
the lives of migrant children, today more than ever, are frequently 
shaped by forces and events taking place simultaneously in more 
than one national context and within the cultural reproduction 
of multiple communities. Adopting an approach that highlights 
the links across borders in the lives of migrant children stands in 
contrast to notions about children as passive actors who are less 
affected by global forces because of their “inexperience and depen
dency” (Boyle, Smith and Guenther, 2007:225). indeed, children, 
as social actors in their own right are not only affected by larger 
forces—as in the case of adult migrants—but also contribute to 
shape responses to global processes and cultural patterns through 
their direct and indirect participation in the multiple communi
ties to which they belong (lópez Castro, 2007). 

Glocal Politics

The glocal politics surrounding the rights of children differ in 
both mexico and the u.S. due to differences in the two coun
tries’ sets of laws that deal with migration, children, and the in
ternational laws established by the united Nations (un). of all 
un members, the u.S. and Somalia have been the only countries 
that have not ratified the Convention on the rights of the Child 
(crc) of 1989 (Bhabha and Schmidt, 2006; muncie, 2007). The 
u.S. signed the original decree in 1959 but has not ratified it, 
which means that it is not “legally required to enforce its provi
sions in full in its domestic law” (Bhabha and Schmidt, 2006:14). 
The Children’s Convention explicitly states that the “best inter
est of the child shall be a primary consideration”; however, the 
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u.S. insists that ratifying the crc would “undermine parental 
authority” (muncie, 2007:29).9 international legal agreements 
based on practices that uphold the best interests of the child have, 
in principle, granted children more autonomy from their fami
lies, and nationallevel laws have undermined parental author
ity by affording children more power and responsibility for their 
own actions (Boyle, Smith and Guenther, 2007). For instance, 
in terms of criminal offenses, children are sometimes placed on 
trial as adults. At the same time, the government at present has 
more power to “intervene more in family affairs on behalf of the 
child” than ever before; thus, there exists a complex relationship 
of power among the state, the family, and the child (Boyle, Smith, 
and Guenther, 2007:263). This relationship becomes even more 
complex when international laws are factored in the debate. This 
also creates a “critical vantage point from which to explore nation
state power in the international system” (Boyle, Smith and Guen
ther, 2007:255). 

 even though the u.S. has not ratified the un Convention on 
the Child, the politics relating to children in the u.S. have his
torical roots in local groups organizing and demanding the child’s 
best interest, as observed in the enactment of the child labor laws 
and antipoverty and health care programs (Herring, 2006). The 
argument has been to cater to what is best for the child. However, 
there are many contradictions among local, national, and inter
national policies in this regard. To underscore this point, Herring 
(2006:12) notes that “as long as public actors do not actively in
tervene in children’s lives, the state does not have to do anything 
to secure their safety or wellbeing”. Thus, if there is not sufficient 
pressure from local citizens, the state decides when to intervene. 
There is a convergence of interests that occurs among local, na
tional, and international laws. The u.S. has chosen not to sign the 
crc because it employs rhetoric that is seen as undermining pa
rental authority, but u.S. courts are able to decide which rhetoric 
to use: that which grants more rights to the child, or that which 

9This may change as the obama administration in the u.S. is inclined to ratify 
this convention.
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affords more rights to the parents. Hence, although internation
ally speaking, states should follow the bestinterest approach, 
the question arises, which child is worthy of the bestinterest ap
proach? in the case of unaccompanied minors, children’s needs 
and treatment are likely to be bound by the national laws of the 
receiving (or transit) states due to the children’s parentless status 
at the time of apprehension; thus, their best interest is placed into 
the hands of immigration authorities, lawyers, and judges who 
ignore international law in favor of the more immediate national 
pressures that take center stage in dealing with migrants. 

in highlighting the importance of incorporating the experiences 
of migrant children in more than one national context, we do not 
mean to homogenize their experiences. Historically, international 
laws have “universalized” the child, assuming that all children 
are the same in all locations (lópez Castro, 2007:257), ignoring 
the effects that the child’s social position can exert. The purpose 
behind universalizing children is to guarantee that all children 
are treated equally with respect and dignity. But the fallacy of 
universalizing (or even homogenizing) children has led to the re
alization that children can be seen as separate individuals from 
their parents, and that they, too, possess agency to make changes 
in their lives and impact their localities. However, children’s au
tonomy is limited to their circumstances, location, the law operat
ing in the particular national context, and hegemonic structures. 
Thus, for instance, countries such as Spain have adopted laws to 
practice the best interest of the child and have made attempts to lo
cate children’s families if these are separated (Duránruiz, 2007; 
Senovilla Hernández, 2007). The u.S. and mexico, responding 
to multiple political pressures, have not implemented such prac
tices, and their bilateral efforts to address these issues have not 
produced concrete results. 

Today, there are three main avenues for unaccompanied mi
grant minors to remain in the u.S.: obtain asylum as a refugees; 
be granted special immigrant juvenile (sij) status, and through 
The Victims of Trafficking and Violence Protection Act (Her
ring, 2006). Victims of trafficking may request a special visa if 
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they can prove that returning to their home country would pose 
severe harm to them, a type of relief that is “underused” and 
“relatively new” (Herring, 2006). The un Convention states that 
nationstates adopt a child-centered approach for unaccompanied 
children seeking asylum that is not discriminatory and that con
siders the child’s welfare first. The law also stipulates that states 
should provide special 

care to children without a family environment, and assist and pro
tect children seeking asylum (both before and after a formal grant of 
refugee status), to contribute to international efforts to trace family 
members from whom the child may be separated, and, most im
portantly, to afford asylumseeking children the same protections as 
domestic children deprived of parental care (Bhabha and Schmidt, 
2006:34; united Nations, 1989).

The sij status is for immigrants who have experienced any form 
of abuse, neglect, and/or abandonment (including street children) 
and who would be at risk if they returned to their home country. 
This process is only granted by immigration officials, who often 
deny children the opportunity to access the courts; but if children 
obtain this status, they avoid the difficulties of an asylum process 
and are granted lawful permanent residence in longterm foster 
care (Herring, 2006:196).    

With regard to human rights, we are dealing with a population 
whose “rights are already minimized” as “undocumented migrant 
children” (see Casillas, 2006, 2007). The risks are greater because 
the children lack the physical strength to defend themselves and 
the cognitive and psychological development to understand their 
rights (lópez Castro, 2007; Piwowarczyk, 20052006). These 
children may undertake the same migration journey as adults, 
but unlike adult migrants, children are more vulnerable because 
they lack the support of a caretaker and are therefore more predis
posed to exploitation and extortion (Bhabha and Schmidt, 2006; 
Casillas, 2006; Seugling, 2004; ValdezGardea, 2007; Workman, 
2004). in addition, lacking the protection of a caretaker can lead 
children to fall prey to smugglers, human traffickers, and/or to 
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end up in forcedlabor situations or as sexual slaves (Bhabha and 
Schmidt, 2006; Dalrymple, 2006). As Bustamante (2008) notes, 
vulnerability exists when one is absent from their power to defend 
themselves, which increases the further one is from home. These 
children’s vulnerability is demarcated by geographical distance, 
but also by gender, race/ethnicity, and language ability.  

As transmigrants, children migrating alone are often abused by 
the local police (Casillas, 2006; Seugling, 2004; ValdezGardea, 
2007), as demonstrated in cases around the world. Central Amer
ican children suffer abuses as they travel through mexico and 
Central America (Casillas, 2006), and in Albania, “children are 
exploited rather than protected by the police” (Seugling, 2004: 
886), where police are known to have collaborated with human 
traffickers. other countries, such as Brazil, Colombia, india, Ke
nya, egypt, and Sudan, have all been reported by Human rights 
Watch as countries that have violated the rights of children 
through abuse (Seugling, 2004). Furthermore, unaccompanied 
migrant children also fall prey to vicious bandits and gangs. And 
in some cases, children are fleeing death threats from gang mem
bers, as is the case of 16yearold Édgar Chocoy of Guatemala, 
who sought asylum in the u.S. His case was denied, and 17 days 
after his deportation he was shot in the neck by a gang member 
on arrival back at home (Dalrymple, 2006). The vulnerability 
of these children is greater than that of adults due to their age, 
the lack of protection from family or police, and because as chil
dren they are perceived as rightless and defenseless. And children 
who enter through airports and are then “arrested” for not having 
proper documentation can be detained for months or even years 
(Barraza, 2005; ehrenreich, Tucker and Human rights Watch 
Children’s rights Project, 1997; Haddal, 2007). in some cases, 
children are placed in adult prisons (Bhabha and Schmidt, 2006; 
Women’s Commission for refugee Women and Children, 2007). 

many of these children qualify for asylum, but due to their 
dependent status at the time of apprehension, are denied their 
rights to legal representation. Asylum seekers are usually fleeing 
political, religious, or national persecution, but those who are 
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victims of forced labor, forced marriage, conscription, domestic 
abuse, and street violence and gang violence should also have the 
right to apply for asylum or for a special immigrant juvenile status 
(ijs). Bhabha and Schmidt (2006) argue that this argument is in 
line with a human rights framework; children should be treated 
as individuals who are the agents of their lives and who deserve 
to be treated with respect and dignity. And the majority of the 
children who have opted for migrating alone view this as the sole 
viable option to remove themselves from their predicament. At 
the very least, their situations should be heard; however, as we 
will discuss later, many children never have an opportunity to 
present their case. in the following section, we address migration 
processes, including initiation, transit, arrival, and integration, in 
both mexico and the u.S.

Why, Who, How

Why migrate?

Parents, especially mothers, who leave their children behind have 
to decide who will responsible for caring for their children. raij
man, SchammahGesser and Kemp (2003) find that often, moth
ers are left with the only option of leaving their children behind 
in order “to secure a better future for their children.” Children are 
often left in the care of their grandmothers, other female kin, fa
thers, and sometimes with paid caregivers (menjívar and Abrego, 
2009). But what happens to the children who stay behind? Some 
scholars note that there are children who seek migration as a 
way to reunite with the parent or parents who left them behind 
(lópez Castro, 2007; Seugling, 2004; Women’s refugee Com
mission and Herrington orrik & Sutcliffe llp, 2009; Workman, 
2004), while others (Workman, 2004; Seugling, 2004) observe 
that sometimes children are separated from parents while in tran
sit and arrive in the u.S. alone and lost. 

Furthermore, postSeptember 11, 2001, the security strategies of 
several nations, particularly those that receive the largest numbers 
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of immigrants, have changed dramatically. Together with other 
countries, mexico and the u.S. have enhanced and strengthened 
security at all ports of entry, a strategy that has affected migra
tion in several ways. Circular migration has decreased in the past 
few years, and migrants are now more dispersed throughout the 
u.S. (massey, Durand and malone, 2002). many are no lon
ger returning home seasonally because it is now more difficult 
to return, as migration has become more costly financially and 
physically (Cornelius and Salehyan, 2007; Hagan, eschbach and 
ro driguez, 2008). A question arises regarding the motivation for 
migration: do the children’s need to migrate to reunite with fam
ily members in the u.S. cause an increase in the migration of 
unaccompanied minors? 

in mexico as well as in Central America at present, there are two 
dominant reasons for adult emigration: employment, and family 
reunification. Yet reasons for the migration of unaccompanied 
children have not been examined closely. reasons for migration 
among children who have been apprehended include fleeing war 
or civil unrest, forced recruitment as soldiers, natural disasters dis
placement, or child labor or sexual slavery (Seugling, 2004:883; 
Women’s refugee Commission and Herrington orrik & Sutcliffe 
llp, 2009); boys are often recruited to join the military at the ear
ly age of 10 years in some developing countries, while conversely, 
girls are recruited for “sexual slavery and forced labor” (Seugling, 
2004:883). These reasons may apply to nonapprehended migrant 
children in general. Children also become unaccompanied or 
homeless because they are frequently abandoned or left without 
their parents and, as a result, can be persecuted by military or 
police forces in their home country. Bhabha and Schmidt (2006) 
propose that relief should be granted to unaccompanied children 
who also experience or are fleeing child marriages, female genital 
mutilation, forced military services, parental abuse, sexual abuse, 
street or gang abuse, and children who are smuggled, kidnapped, 
deceived, or purchased (sometimes under the guise of interna
tional adoption). And many of these reasons are never articulated 
because they are not relevant in courts when a child is seeking 
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asylum, but are indeed important in understanding this migra
tion, as well as in devising policy to address it. 

lópez Castro (2007), Corredor Bilateral and Save the Chil
dren Suecia (2006), Villaseñor and moreno mena (2006) and 
Ga llo Campos (2004) have conducted demographic assessments 
of children who migrate alone.10 one of their central questions is 
why these children migrate, why do they leave their communities? 
results show that children seek migration for reasons not too dif
ferent from those of adults: for family reunification, and to enter 
the workforce (Corredor Bilateral and Save the Children Suecia, 
2006; lópez Castro, 2007; ValdezGardea, 2007; Villaseñor and 
moreno mena, 2006). it is noteworthy that indigenous children 
are more likely than nonindigenous children to choose migration 
for family reunification than for any other reason (Villaseñor and 
moreno mena, 2006). Corredor Bilateral and Save the Children 
Suecia (2006) conducted a survey in two cities on the mexico
u.S. border: at the Young men’s Christian Association (ymca) 
shelter in Tijuana, Baja California, and at dif shelters in Nogales, 
Sonora, during a fivemonth period from july to December 2005. 
Among repatriated children in Tijuana, the top reasons for mi
grating included the following: 42.3 per cent, family reunifica
tion; 28.1 per cent, work; 10.13 per cent, education; 5.12 per cent 
were already residing in the u.S., and 14.35 per cent mentioned 
other reasons, including to join their spouse/partner, to travel, to 
have a child, and that a smuggler left them behind.11 in Nogales, 
Sonora, 68.2 per cent did not declare a reason, 15.5 per cent 
noted family reunification, five per cent mentioned to join the 
work force, five per cent were already residing in the u.S., and 
the remainder declared that they were border residents, detained 
for drug trafficking, did not speak Spanish, left by a smuggler, 

10The Sistema Nacional para el Desarrollo integral de la Familia (sndif) is a public 
institution in charge of implementing and accessing social welfare policies in mexico. 

11in Tijuana, there were a total of 1 245 repatriated children during the four
month period. However, the data were cleaned, eliminating repeated cases, which 
left 938 cases for observation. The same took place at the difSonora and dif
Nogales, which had 2 179 registered cases prior to data cleaning. 
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and participated in human trafficking. These two surveys can 
provide a glimpse into the complexity of reasons for migration: 
although the majority of children in both locations mentioned 
family reunification and employment as the main reasons for 
migration, the distribution of reasons varied greatly between the 
two locales.

motivations for migration also vary by nationality as well as by 
migration type: internal, or international. Central American chil
dren have migrated alone due to a combination of motivations that 
includes to escape the conflict and postconflict violence that has 
ravaged their countries for over two decades, as well as to reunite 
with their parents or parent, usually their mother. many mexi
can children migrate internally to seek employment in northern 
mexican states, while others migrate to seek employment in the 
u.S. The Albergue del Desierto conducted a fourphase study in 
the periods comprising 19901996, 19971999, 19992000, and 
20032004 in Baja California among children who were repatri
ated and unaccompanied. in all phases, the reasons for migration 
were primordially economic or to seek employment (66.1 vs. 19.6 
per cent in phase i, and by phase iv, this was 77 vs. 10.6 per cent). 
An additional question asked, which we think it is important to 
mention, was whether the children had found employment in the 
u.S.: in the first phase, 60 per cent of respondents worked in ag
riculture, services, landscaping, and construction. By the second 
and third phases these figures had dropped to 20 and 3.58 per 
cent respectively. one explanation for this change is that in the 
late 1990s, President Clinton signed new child labor laws that 
restricted children from working (Villaseñor and moreno mena, 
2006). However, noteworthy, despite the decrease in children 
not reporting u.S. employment after migrating, children contin
ued to migrate on the assumption that they would secure em
ployment. in addition, it is important to note that many of the 
children seeking work opportunities already formed part of the 
workforce in their sending countries prior to migration. 

A study by lópez Castro (2007) among children in a com
munity in Zamora, michoacán, mexico, parallels the findings we 
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noted previously; however, when the authors introduced the age 
variable, important differences in reasons for migration emerged. 
Thus, lópez Castro (2007), méndez Navarro (2000), and Gallo 
Campos (2004) distinguish between children who migrate under 
the age of 12 years and those who migrate at 13 years of age or 
older. The authors found that children aged under 12 years tend 
to migrate for family reunification, while children 13 years of age 
and older migrate for economic reasons (lópez Castro, 2007). 
Children who were reunited with parents were usually mandados 
a traer, that is, their parents in the u.S. had requested that the 
children be brought to them (lópez Castro, 2007:552).

Who Migrates?

As important as age at migration is, the majority of the exist
ing literature does not identify the specific ages of these children.  
moreover, the literature fails to differentiate between migrants 
supported by parents and/or family members, and whether a 
child migrates accompanied or alone. This, in part, is due to 
the definitional entanglements that are exacerbated by multiple 
agents and agencies, which have differing interests and stakes 
in defining who is a child (or a minor). Although the migration 
of unaccompanied children is not a new phenomenon, the u.S. 
Department of Homeland Security only recently (and since the 
late 1990s, the immigration and Naturalization Service [ins]) has 
documented the number of minors that they apprehend and de
tained. in mexico, government officials have recorded an increase 
in the number of repatriated and detained youth (Casillas, 2009). 
The red de Albergues de Tránsito operates 23 shelters along the 
mexicou.S. border, and all collaborate as a network of shelters. 
The number of children in shelters increased from 7 620 in 2001 
to 20 130 in 2006. The total number of children in shelters dur
ing that fiveyear period totaled over 70 000; however, this total 
does not specify whether a child was counted more than once 
(Programa interinstitucional de Atención a menores Fronterizos, 
2006). The majority of children who use these shelter services 
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are mexicans; only two per cent were nonmexicans. Neverthe
less, these figures are only indicators of the increasing presence of 
children who migrate alone. And even if relative to adult migrants 
the proportion of children appears small, it should be noted that 
shelters and governmental and nongovernmental agencies are be
ginning to take notice of their presence, attention that will likely 
be reflected in future data. 

The u.S. Department of Homeland Security (dhs) has docu
mented an increase in the number of minors who migrate alone 
to the u.S. and who are categorized as unaccompanied alien chil-
dren (Haddal, 2007; Seugling, 2004). According to the dhs, in 
2005 there were 1.3 million immigrant apprehensions, 114 563 
of which involved individuals under the age of 17 years. of those 
who were apprehended, only 7 787 were detained by the office 
of refugee resettlement (orr), and from january to September, 
35 078 minors had been deported (Haddal, 2007; Villaseñor 
and moreno mena, 2006). in mexico, the number of repatri
ated and deported children also has increased in the last two 
decades (Villaseñor and moreno mena, 2006). The number of 
apprehensions by the u.S. Customs Border Patrol (cpb) is higher 
for mexican nationals than for any other group; however, the na
tionality of those who are detained is greater for Central Ameri
cans than for mexicans. This is due to different u.S. policies for 
the handling of minors of these different nationalities, differences 
that are being eliminated as of this writing. in 2005, of those who 
were detained, 82.9 per cent were from Central America (Had
dal, 2007).12 in 2008, the orr had in their custody 30.8 per cent 
Hondurans, 27.4 per cent Guatemalans, 23.4 per cent Salvador
ans, 10.6 per cent mexicans, 3.2 ecuadorians, 0.05 per cent Bra
zilians, and 2.7 per cent, other; 78 per cent were males and 13 per 
cent were below the age 14 (Dunn, 2009). 

The red de Albergues de Tránsito para menores migrantes 
y repatriados publishes annual statistics on unaccompanied mi

12These figures include 31 per cent from el Salvador; 28 per cent from Honduras; 
26 per cent from Guatemala; seven per cent from mexico; one per cent from Brazil, 
China, ecuador and Nicaragua, and four per cent, “other” (Haddal, 2007).
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nors. The following figures derive from the latest survey in 2006 
and reflect the gender composition of this group. Pedraza (1991)  
notes that throughout latin America, daughters are less likely 
and/or are not allowed to migrate alone, and when the desire to 
migrate is strong, females are required to convince their fathers. 
According to Davis and Winters (2001), fathers are more likely 
to resist the migration of their daughters than of their sons. usu
ally, daughters must “negotiate” their migration with their fathers 
(HondagneuSotelo, 1994). in 2006, there were a total of 20 130 
unaccompanied minors who were counted by the red de Alber
gues, of whom 79 per cent were male (16 101) and 21 per cent 
were female (4 400),13 a breakdown that parallels general migra
tion trends, in which males predominate. However, the number 
of females has increased since the early 1990s, when the break
down between 1990 and july 1996 was 93.7 male vs. 6.3 per cent 
female. one of the main reasons for the difference in gender com
position is that even young females tend to take part in domestic 
work and help care for their siblings (Haddal, 2007; Villaseñor 
and moreno mena, 2006). According to Bhabha and Schmidt 
(2006), there was a nearly symmetrical breakdown in gender for 
asylum applications submitted between 1999 and 2003:57 per 
cent for males, and 43 per cent for females.

older children tend to migrate in greater numbers than young
er children; however, there are many young children who are mi
grating at present, but studies fail to note whether a child was 
caught while in the care of a smuggler or of a family member. in 
2006, the breakdown from the red de Albergues was four per 
cent for children between the ages of cero and five years, 10 per 
cent for ages 612 years, and 86 per cent of children were aged 
between 13 and 17 years. The same can be observed with the 
number of children who were in orr federal custody in 2006: 
“79 % were children between the ages of 15 and 18, while 20 % 
of the children were between birth and 14” (Bhabha and Sch midt, 
2006:18).

13The areas (mexican states) included in these figures are Baja California, Coa
huila, Chihuahua, Nuevo león, Sonora, and Tamaulipas.
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Youth and Gangs and Repatriated Circular Migrants

There is yet another type of unaccompanied minor that includes 
both males and females: those who are involved in gangs who are 
at times targeted as being terrorist suspects, as well as those who 
are not gang members but fit the profile. These minors can be 
“refugee gang youth,” who may be escaping from gang violence, 
or minors who may very well be involved in the underground 
economy, but who are underage (see Narváez Gutiérrez, 2007, for 
a detailed account of the experiences of Central American youth 
gangs). Although it is not common practice, there are cases of mi
nors who work in the migration industry and who are involved in 
human trafficking (Gallo Campos, 2004) and who due to their 
age are seen as being able to circumvent the law more easily. in 
addition, there are cases of children who are running away from 
participating in gang violence, or whose lives have been threat
ened by gang violence. unaccompanied migrant children and 
migrant gang youth (or those perceived as such) are perhaps the 
most vulnerable population because they “travel through and are 
interpolated by multiple legal regimens (criminal, immigration, 
refugee, and human rights law) within and between nationstates” 
(Zilberg, 2007:61). 

in the section in which we discussed reasons for migration, we 
briefly mentioned some groups of children in Tijuana and So
nora residing at the mexicou.S. border who participate in drug 
or human trafficking. in a recent study, Cordero lamas (2009) 
analyzed a survey conducted by the dif that examines children 
and the repatriation of circular minors in Ciudad juárez, Chi
huahua.14 This group includes minors who are between 12 and 
17 years of age and who live at the border and actively cross it, 
and who participate directly or indirectly in human smuggling 
(Cordero lamas, 2009). The author notes that this population is 
largely being ignored because migration is often conceptualized 

14Encuesta para el menor repatriado de circuito, conducted from march to Decem
ber 2007.
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as a linear process, and not a circular one, particularly among 
children. Hernández Sánchez (2008) states that these children 
are active participants in their own repatriation, and as such, are 
involved in complex social networks comprising both the migra-
tion industry and bilateral institutions (Cordero lamas, 2009; 
Hernández Sánchez, 2008). The migration industry encompasses 
several services that are bought and sold to facilitate the activi
ties involved at different stages in migration; these services can 
be either formal/informal or legal/illegal (Cordero lamas, 2009). 

These children reside at the border and are often victims of 
structural inequalities; they are, therefore, left to take part in the 
migration industry as a form of survival. Cordero lamas (2009) 
uses several cases to illustrate the manner in which these children 
begin their migration with intentions of seeking employment, but 
after several attempts to cross the border, they settle for the traf
ficking trade. examples are not genderspecific; the first case 
portrays a 16yearold male who was repatriated 10 times in 
one year, and although in his first two attempts he set out to find 
employment, he subsequently joined the trafficking industry. An
other case is that of a female who is also repatriated 10 times, but 
who begins to participate in trafficking on her 7th attempt to cross 
the border. These children are the most vulnerable because they 
place their lives at risk, truncate their development, and must ig
nore their own wellbeing. They are also labeled and stigmatized 
as criminals, which positions them on the very bottom rung of 
social stratification (Cordero lamas, 2009). Additionally, the ma
jority of children who participate in this circular repatriation have 
families to support and live in the most disadvantaged sectors of 
border cities. 

How do Individuals Migrate?

We now shift gears to identify certain substantive areas concern
ing the theme of unaccompanied minors, which can help us in 
shaping a research agenda for the future. Scholars have set forth 
varied theories to understand the culture of migration (Cerrutti 
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and massey, 2001; Díaz Gómez, 2002). Knowledge that is gain
ed from others who have already migrated is frequently consider ed 
a form of social capital that sustains the processes of migration 
itself. The lópez Castro (2007) study in Zamora, michoacán, 
notes that children, who are principally elementary and middle 
school students, are socialized about migration at a very early age 
(see also mahler, 1999, for similar findings from el Salvador). 
lópez Castro (2007) finds that children often learn about mi
gration not only through their family members, but also from 
classmates at school, friends from the street, and/or from those 
who have been deported and who have stories to share. These 
individuals are important actors in the formation of ideas about 
migration and the imaginary of what life is like in the North. 
Children often share stories about those who have made the jour
ney and those who have not, creating a space for the know-how of 
migration, which then becomes a reference point that can be ac
cessed at any time (lópez Castro, 2007:557). migration becomes 
part of the identity of many, whether or not the child is the actor 
involved (lópez Castro, 2007). As lópez Castro (2007) observes, 
there is a migration habitus that is formed and reproduced in plac
es where migration may not be an option, but where it is part of 
the identity formation of many. 

The knowledge acquired becomes second nature to the major
ity, and affects those who are not necessarily involved directly 
in migration. indeed, the migration of unaccompanied children 
is prevalent to such a degree in the community in which lópez 
Castro (2007) conducted his study that the return of these ac
tors is expected, and to a certain point, the transnationalization 
of these youths contributes to the cultural, social, material, and 
ideological identity of many (lópez Castro, 2007). That is to say, 
there is a transnationalization of ideas, concepts, and culture that 
is in a constant state of flux (see also levitt and jaworsky, 2007). 
in some of the rural areas of Zamora, the migration of unaccom
panied children has impacted their communities by decreasing 
the number of student enrollment in their schools from an aver
age of 35 students to seven; thus, these communities experience 
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a surplus of teachers. This may very well be an isolated case of 
how child migration affects a particularly community, but it is 
important to note that these minors are making decisions that 
have both macro and micro impacts.

The Journey of an Unaccompanied Immigrant Minor

Villaseñor and moreno mena (2006) report that the most cost
effective way to migrate is by plane because there are too many 
obstacles during a land journey that end in leaving migrants with
out funds before they reach the border. The journey for many 
children varies; some may take a plane from their sending com
munities and arrive thus at the border. others take ground trans
portation, such as a bus or train. However, the arduous part of 
the journey involves crossing international borders. Smugglers 
often leave children en route when the children are physically un
able to continue. The journey is even more difficult and compli
cated for children who must cross several international borders, 
particularly Central Americans, among whom the dangers faced 
multiply (Casillas, 2006, 2009). on the mexican side of the Gua
temalamexico border, as well as mexican side of the mexico
u.S. border, there are various institutions and shelters that assist 
migrants, including children. on the southern mexican border, 
several of these are concentrated in Tapachula, Chiapas, and on 
the northern mexican border, these are located at major entry 
ports, including mexicali, Tijuana, Ciudad juárez, Agua Prieta, 
Nogales, Nuevo laredo, and matamoros. Some children arrive 
initially at these shelters; once there, they decide how they will 
cross the border.

eschbach et al. (1999) describe in detail the harsh experiences 
that migrants endure on attempting to cross the mexicou.S. bor
der, including becoming lost in the desert, dying from dehydra
tion, being bitten by snakes, drowning while crossing the river, 
and being robbed, beaten, or raped by criminals (eschbach et al., 
1999). But such dangers are not found only at the northern mexi
can border. There are harsh and lifethreatening dangers that 
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mi grants, particularly Central Americans, experience while cross
ing through mexico, similar to those that mexicans experience 
on attempting to cross the mexicou.S. border (eschbach et al., 
1999; Gaucin, 2005; Hagan and ebaugh, 2003; liu, 2002; men
jívar, 2000; Singer and massey, 1998). Central Americans who 
migrate through mexico frequently encounter extortion as they 
cross the mexicoGuatemala border and throughout mexican ter
ritory, and often are left to use the train as a means for transpor
tation (Casillas, 2006, 2007; Gaucin, 2005). indeed, in her study 
of Hondurans, Sládková (2007) found that it is the most impov
erished Hondurans, those who either begin their migration with 
little money or who lose it all along the way, who rely on the beast, 
as the train that the Central American migrants take is called, as 
the main mode of transportation to cross mexico. The experienc
es on the train are tragic, as many hop on the train and ride the 
rails under the trains’ boxcars, practices that often result in death 
or in migrants losing a limb/s (Gaucin, 2005; Sládková, 2007). 

menjívar (2000) discusses both the brutal experiences that 
Central American women face during the journey through mex
ico, as well as the forms of assistance that these migrants receive 
throughout their journey. Cerrutti and massey (2001) note that 
women are less likely to migrate alone; women who migrate alone 
are often more exposed to dangers and vulnerabilities than men. 
massey et al. (1993) and menjívar (2000) report that migrants, 
both women and men, often avoid such dangers by relying on 
informal social networks, but frequently this is not sufficient 
(menjívar, 2000). unaccompanied migrant children, on the other 
hand, are more vulnerable than adults because they lack the pro
tection of a caregiver (Bhabha, 2000; Seugling, 2004; Workman, 
2004), do not usually have access to welldeveloped networks of 
information, and are seen as dependents and powerless. 

Bilateral Institutions

There are at least five bilateral institutions through which un
accompanied migrant minors must go in both mexico and the 
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u.S. throughout the course of being apprehended and repatriated 
(Gallo Campos, 2004). in addition, the detention and apprehen
sion of an unaccompanied child can involve up to 15 different 
federal agencies (Thompson, 2008). in this section, we describe 
some of these institutions in the u.S. and then those in mexico, to 
provide a picture of the cumbersome bureaucratic steps through 
which these children navigate. unaccompanied children can be 
detained by either the u.S. Customs and Border Patrol (cbp), the 
u.S. Coast Guard, or immigration and Customs enforcement 
(ice)15 during their attempts to cross the border, on being in tran
sit, or in the interior of the country (Byrne, 2008; Dalrymple, 
2006). After being detained, children are placed in a detention 
center under the custody of the dhs, which determines whether a 
child is under the age of 18 years and unaccompanied.16 if a child 
meets these criteria, s/he is transferred to the office of refugee 
and resettlement (orr); otherwise, they remain in custody of the 
dhs. Age is often verified through birth certificates, testimonies, 
or forensic tests such as dental, wrist, or bone xrays (Byrne, 2008; 
Nugent, 20052006; Smythe, 2004). These types of age verifica
tion have been criticized by medical experts, and it is believed 
that information obtained by means of these tests results in the 
misclassification of children as adults in detention facilities (Byrne, 
2008:18; Nugent, 20052006; Smythe, 2004).    

u.S. immigration agencies have undergone several structural 
and organizational changes over the past 20 years that have di
rectly affected unaccompanied minors. From 1987 to the mid 
1990s, the former immigration and Naturalization Service (ins) 
and the Community relations Service (crs) agency shared the re
sponsibility for the care for unaccompanied minors (Byrne, 2008). 
However, due to budget cuts, the ins/ice was left alone to handle 

15These three agencies are all subsidiaries of the Department of Homeland Secu
rity (dhs). 

16A child is considered unaccompanied if they meet the following definition es
tablished by the dhs: “a child who has no lawful immigration status in the united 
States; has not attained 18 years of age; and with respect to whom there is no parent 
or legal guardian in the united States; or no parent or legal guardian in the united 
States is available to provide care and physical custody” (Haddal, 2007). 
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both the enforcement of the law (and the prosecution of same) 
and the care giving of the children at the same time (Work man, 
2004), a dual role that has eliminated any confidentiality that the 
child could have (ehrenreich, Tucker and Human rights Watch 
Children’s rights Project, 1997). in addition, it was found that 
children did not have access to legal counsel, and the majority were 
not aware of their rights; they were even less knowledgeable of the 
u.S. legal system or of the english language (Dalrymple, 2006). 

A survey of current scholarship on unaccompanied minors in 
the u.S. shows that in the past 10 years, many problems were en
countered concerning the manner in which detention centers staff 
and immigration agents treated unaccompanied minors (Bhabha 
and Schmidt, 2006; Byrne, 2008; ehrenreich, Tucker and Hu
man rights Watch Children’s rights Project, 1997; office of 
inspector General, 2005; Smythe, 2004). An important study 
conducted by ehrenreich, Tucker and Human rights Watch 
Children’s rights Project (1997) revealed that even prior to the 
tightening of laws after 2001, children were kept in “inhumane” 
and “prisonlike conditions” for extended periods. examples of 
degrading treatment that unaccompanied minors experienced 
range from being held with juvenile criminal offenders, not being 
informed of their rights, inaccessibility to legal counsel, wearing 
prisonlike uniforms, and being subjected to shackling or hand
cuffing, while others were not allowed to have contact with their 
families (Bhabha and Schmidt, 2006; ehrenreich, Tucker and 
Human rights Watch Children’s rights Project, 1997; Women’s 
Commission for refugee Women and Children, 2007). Condi
tions under the former ins “were inhumane and inappropriate 
for children” (Byrne, 2008:19), and similar studies by Amnesty 
international (2003), by the Women’s Commission for refugee 
and Children (2007), and a study commissioned by the Depart
ment of Homeland Security (office of inspector General, 2005) 
all reached similar findings (Bhabha and Schmidt, 2006). 

Since the former ins was charged with the role of arresting, 
deporting, imprisoning, but also caring for and protecting the 
legal rights of unaccompanied minors, “human rights organiza
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tions, religious groups, and political leaders” lobbied for a nonins 
organization to assume and investigate the “best interest of the 
child” (Byrne, 2008:22), which would also address the contra
dictory functions of the former ins. After September 11, 2001, 
Congress passed the Homeland Security Act (hsa) of 2002 and 
created the Department of Homeland Security (dhs), changes 
that led to the reorganization of the ins into three divisions: Citi
zenship and immigration Services (cis); immigration and Cus
toms enforcement (ice), and Customs and Border Protection 
(cbp). These divisions currently engage in the role of arresting, 
deporting, and imprisoning, but are no longer the “caretakers” of 
unaccompanied migrant children. Thus, in 2003, hsa transferred 
the custody of unaccompanied alien children to the Adminis
tration for Children and Families (acf) office of refugee and 
resettlement (orr), a division within the Department of Health 
and Human Services (hhs) (levinson, 2008; Women’s refugee 
Commission and Herrington orrik & Sutcliffe llp, 2009:7). The 
orr then created the Division of unaccompanied Children’s Ser
vices (ducs), whose goal is to move away from the previous ins 
criminal justice culture toward a greater social services approach 
(Women’s refugee Commission and Herrington orrik & Sut
cliffe llp, 2009). As of may 2009, there were more than 41 orr 
facilities in 10 different u.S. states.

The dhs acts as a “gatekeeper” to determine who is sent to an 
orr facility or who remains in an adult detention center (Nugent, 
20052006). For the most part, the orr has attempted to fulfill 
the recommendation under the Flores Agreement.17 Byrne (2008) 
notes that there has been improvement since orr took over in 
2003; in the main, children are housed in secure facilities, have 
access to educational and health treatment, and the amount of 
their time spent in detention has been reduced substantially. one 
irregularity that remains in place is the violation of confidential

17The Flores Settlement resulted from the Flores vs. reno lawsuit by the former 
ins, which stipulated that unaccompanied minors would be in “less restrictive en
vironments” and should be transferred from dhs to ducs custody within 72 hours, 
among other recommendations.
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ity (Women’s refugee Commission and Herrington orrik & Sut
cliffe llp, 2009). Byrne (2008) finds that immigration prosecutors 
may at times have access to some of the files under the orr that 
contain sensitive information. in addition to Byrne’s findings, a 
recent Women’s refugee Commission’s and Herrington orrik & 
Sutcliffe llp (2009) report adds that children are often inappropri
ately retained in custody, unaccompanied children are not trans
ferred within 72 hours, and ducs increasingly places children in 
prisonlike settings where they remain without access to legal rep
resentation. A recent effort to address these irregularities is found 
in the passing of the William Wilberforce Trafficking Victims Pro
tection reauthorization Act of 2008 (tvpra), which was signed by 
President Bush on December 23, 2008. This Act requires the en
hancement of further services, protection, and care (Dunn, 2009).    

Studies conducted in mexico fill some of the gaps identified 
in the u.S. studies. The repatriation process includes the col
laboration of four institutions: u.S. immigration authorities; the 
mexican Consulate; the mexican agency that controls immigra
tion—the National institute for migration (instituto Nacional 
de migración, inm)—, and the National System for the integral 
Family Development (Sistema Nacional para el Desarrollo inte
gral de la Fa milia, sndif) (Gallo Campos, 2004). in 1996, the 
united Nations international Children’s Fund (unicef), the inm, 
and the dif collaborated to establish a program denominated 
Atención a menores Fronterizos o repatriados, whose purpose 
was to reduce the risks that children in vulnerable situations en
counter, whether the child was found at the northern or southern 
border. one of its objectives is to establish a bilateral agreement 
with the u.S. that would ensure that the repatriation process for 
minors would respect children’s human rights and provide a se
cure and safe return to the child’s country of origin and family 
integration (Gallo Campos, 2004). Another of the inm functions 
is to collect data on all of the children involved, including unac
companied, separated, or local border children. Children who are 
unaccompanied are usually channeled to one of the local shelters, 
part of the red de Albergues, or the dif. 
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Part of the repatriation process includes notification by u.S. 
immigration authorities (the dhs) to the mexican immigration 
authority (inm) concerning the number of children that it will re
patriate, provision of the general demographics of each child, and 
reporting on the time and place of repatriation. The children are 
then placed in the hands of the mexican Consulate; however, there 
have been cases of children who are repatriated without any mexi
can government agency being contacted.18 The mexican Consul
ate then channels the children to inm facilities, where they are 
interviewed and inspected to ensure that they exhibit no physical 
abuse or health problems. When the inm finishes the processing, 
the child is then sent to one of the shelters if she/he is unaccompa
nied; otherwise, the parents are notified. local children who are 
14 years of age and over are given the option to leave voluntarily. in 
the case of an unaccompanied minor, there is an attempt to locate 
family members once the child is in the care of a shelter. Here we 
would like to underscore the dearth of data sources pertaining to 
unaccompanied minors. These are limited to data that are col
lected by the inm and the red de Albergues for mexico; for the 
u.S., these data come from Border Patrol statistics on apprehen
sions, and include information on detainees from the orr as well.

As a final note, not all bilateral agreements are followed in either 
country. The u.S. fails to abide by the repatriation schedule (the 
schedule for repatriation should be between 8:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.); 
only two of 11 cities follow this schedule (Gallo Campos, 2004). 
Similar to what occurs in the u.S., there are also confidentiality 
violations within mexico’s inm and the red de Albergues, where 
information on the children can be accessed by outside sources. 

Separation and Trauma 

Gallo Campos (2004) conducted an evaluation of the interinsti
tutional mexican agencies that deal with unaccompanied minors 

18Children may be repatriated at the time of interception and may be voluntarily 
returned to mexico, but sometimes children are returned during the hours when the 
Consulate is unavailable. 
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in 11 border cities. She found that at times, children who migrate 
accompanied are separated from parents or family members at 
the time of apprehension; they are then repatriated to different 
localities, leaving the youth unaware of their parents’ where
abouts. During their time in the care of the dif, many of these 
children are unable to locate family members and do not know 
how to begin to find them, which makes them anxious and 
worried. Consequently, the stress of being separated leads many 
of these children to migrate once again, in the hope of locating 
their parents. 

The Gallo Campos (2004) study also found that at that time, 
children were also being housed in detention centers with adults. 
This can take place if at the time of apprehension, all who are 
detained are placed under dhs custody; children are transferred 
to orr facilities or repatriated only when age is determined. As 
it occurs in the u.S., at times detention centers in mexico do 
not have sufficient capacity to house all the detainees, and some
times the inm also lacks space for repatriated youth. Furthermore, 
Gallo Campos (2004) found that not all agencies were working 
toward family integration; in fact, only five of the 11 cities sur
veyed participated in programs to aid unaccompanied migrant 
children in locating their parents, and no shelter verified the safe 
arrival of these children once they were returned to their com
munities. Furthermore, two shelters were reported to have re
quired the youth to work to save funds for their return home. To 
date, there are several studies that document these and similar 
irregularities in detention centers, during the repatriation process, 
and the manner in which immigration agents work with youth 
(Bhabha and Schmidt, 2006; Brane, Women’s Commission for 
refugee Women and Children and Butera, 2007; Dunn, 2009; 
levinson, 2008; Thompson, 2008; Women’s refugee Commis
sion and Herrington orrik & Sutcliffe llp, 2009).

Similar to the u.S. and other immigrantreceiving countries, 
mexico does not recognize family abuse as a motive for migra
tion. Thus, in efforts to fulfill the mandate of family reunifica
tion, many children are returned to the communities and families 
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from which sometimes they initially fled, which may place the 
children at risk of further harm or abuse. Another dilemma 
that several institutions in charge of handling unaccompanied 
migrant children face is the increased migration of indigenous 
populations. many caseworkers on both sides of the border are 
illequipped to communicate with these children in their native 
languages; the situation of this subgroup of children is not always 
understood, and their family members are often more difficult to 
locate (Villaseñor and moreno mena, 2006). But in early 2009, 
highranking mexican diplomats signed an agreement with the 
u.S. government to ensure “safety measures for the removal of 
women, children and those with disabilities” (Solís, 2009).  

it seems prudent to explore the children’s perspective in or
der for the system to cater to their actual needs and effectively 
implement policies that can help them, rather than to continue 
to alienate them or dismiss their rights. Nevertheless, few studies 
have made this objective a central aim, and only some mention 
the emotional stress that children experience as they are detained. 
These studies, although commendable in other ways, lack con
crete examples and the empirical research necessary to untangle 
the complexities encountered in the multiple dimensions of the 
minors’ experience (Piwowarczyk, 20052006). 

Piwowarczyk’s (20052006) literature review on the mental 
health impact of immigration detention centers on children based 
on what has been written on both detained adults and children 
provides a glimpse into this important aspect of the experiences of 
unaccompanied migrant children. Piwowarczyk points out that 
anyone in detention experiences some form of stress or psycholog
ical disorder. She advocates for the child’s welfare, and discusses 
five factors that require consideration when working with chil
dren: their developmental stage; the amount of trauma exposure; 
the lack of parental or guardian support (specifically, children 
should not be separated from their parents); the need for physical, 
medical, and psychiatric evaluations, and finally, children should 
be granted the same care offered to unaccompanied refugees. The 
psychological trauma of many children is visible through their 
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anxiety and fear. Thus, displaying signs of “apathy, depression, 
and feelings of hopelessness and worthlessness” (Bhabha and 
Schmidt, 2006:87) often leads children to abandon their asylum 
cases, and a lack of guidance forces many to relinquish their po
tential case (Bhabha and Schmidt, 2006). Age at separation from 
parents is critical to note as well. ressler, Boothby, and Steinbock 
(1988) distinguish the effects that separation can have on tod
dlers, children under five years of age, schoolage children, and 
adolescents. Schoolage children and adolescents can experience 
depression, can become moody, can withdraw from caretaker or 
peers, can become more aggressive, and/or can develop frequent 
psychosomatic problems such as headaches or stomachaches. 
There is yet to be an empirical study that assesses the psychologi
cal effects of unaccompanied minors while they maneuver deten
tion, deportation, repatriation, and separation from the parent(s) 
or family members, or after leaving the shelters. 

Concluding Remarks

We have identified common elements present in the literature on 
unaccompanied minors that are unique to their situation—that 
is, a general failure to comply with “best practices in the inter
est of the child” and irregularities reported in the treatment of 
(mainly) unaccompanied mexican and Central American mi
grant children both in mexico and the u.S. Although there are 
bilateral efforts on the part of the u.S. and mexico to serve this 
population more effectively, additional efforts are needed in order 
to implement international treaties that protect the rights of these 
children. We wish to note an important constraint in our endeav
or in this article. Given that our objective was to map the literature 
and knowledge that exists on this topic, and that this literature is 
based on the experiences of (principally) mexican children in the 
u.S. and both mexican and Central American children in me xico, 
we were confined to these findings. However, there are trends (in 
the number of deportees) that indicate an increase in the number 
of minors, as well as minors from other nationalities, who are 
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migrating alone. Their experiences merit further investigation; 
not only are children of other nationalities required to traverse 
multiple national borders to reach the u.S., but the conditions of 
their migration might differ substantially. As such, their experi
ences may generate outcomes that open new avenues for research 
and policy suggestions. Although we were unable to expand on 
comparisons with the situation of unaccompanied migrant chil
dren to other immigrantreceiving countries, it is noteworthy that 
such comparative efforts are key in shedding light on some of the 
most important components of the minors’ experiences of mi
grating alone. efforts to reach an agreedupon definition of the 
population under study in the different contexts where migrant 
children arrive alone are indicative of the immense benefit that a 
comparative lens offers.

Therefore, far from exhausting the discussion, we hope that our 
efforts here will stimulate further research on this topic. As we 
have shown, unaccompanied migrant children come from diverse 
populations and have different projects and objectives in reach
ing the u.S. Whether it is family reunification or the promise of 
employment, like adult migrants, children turn to migration as an 
option to extricate themselves from their predicament. examining 
their experiences from a perspective that crosses borders provides 
important insights into the complexities of their migration. in this 
mapping, we have barely touched the surface in providing a gen
eral, although incomplete, overview of the children’s institutional 
experiences as they initiate their migration, undertake the journey, 
and arrive at their destination. This overview has noted a few of 
the components about which we know little or nothing, such as 
the need to understand the children’s psychological wellbeing, 
which is not independent of their social and economic situation 
throughout the process of migration. There is a vast vacuum of re
liable and consistent data sources regarding the number of children 
who reach their destination, who is waiting for them, and family 
integration programs that verify whether the children reach their 
destination safely. importantly, there needs to be bilateral com
munication on the institutional systems that track these children’s 
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experiences, so that policies and programs can truly address the 
best interest of the child in a dignified, respectful fashion.
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